
Socialight
Limited

A full-service creative agency



What we do

We harness the power of social media, live
events, content marketing, word of mouth and
technology.

We’re a full-service creative agency, telling
stories that not only sell and attract but impact.
Our core services are social strategy, content
marketing, paid search campaigns, ad
creatives, website design, digital training and
special projects. 

We partner with our clients on a range of roles
from strategic consultancy and project
management to producing their social content
or managing the entire process through to
completion.



Our Services

We help our clients kickstart
their web/app development
projects.

Web/App Development1

Build your online fanbase with
ease.

Social Media 
Management

2

High quality video creative
direction & execution
guaranteed

Video Production3

Spend less on Ads by letting
the experts do the work

Ads Management4

Hit that event milestone with
creative digital strategies

Full Digital Event 
Campaign

5

Add more value to your
company's in-house team

Digital Training6

Content strategy that meets
business objectives and goal.

Content Strategy &
Development7

Digital Reputation 
Management (PR)

Manage the online information about 
yourself, company or brand.

8



Creativity is 
intelligence 
having fun

Albert Einstein



Our 
Portfolio

We’ve built a successful, thriving business working with ambitious
brands and like-minded entrepreneurs to accelerate their reach and

commercial impact using agile joined-up thinking. 



We proactively give our clients access to the best digital 
creatives, rich in storytelling, enabling us to develop 

campaigns that create a strong social media presence.

Our 
Clients



Client #1

Folorunsho Alakija is a businesswoman and philanthropist,

proclaimed by Forbes as the richest woman in Africa. She oversees

many business endeavors and is a recipient of both local and

international awards.

She requested a documentary & premium package of our live

streaming services covering a 2-day event: DAY 1 - Book launch

streamed across 7 channels including 1 TV Channel & DAY 2 — a 7-

hour praise and worship event. A full documentary project was

commissioned after the above service.

Views: 63,000+

Channels: Facebook Live, YouTube, Instagram

Instagram: @alakijaofficial

Website: www.folorunsoalakija.com

Folorunsho Alakija



Client #2

For Dr Clear Aligners, an orthodontic company, we run

successful ongoing campaigns that generate leads across

their branches in the UK, Germany, Netherlands, and

France every month. We also manage their digital

marketing strategy, improving reach and impressions

every month and quarter.

We strategically develop directions for their influencer

marketing, lead generation and digital presence. 

Dr Clear Aligners 
Europe

Website: www.drclearaligners.co.uk 



Client #3

Clent Life Science needed a digital makeover

that would make them a worthy competitor in

the life science industry. 

We are commissioned to work on their website

development and design, full-scale digital

roadmap and strategy, search engine

optimisation, content creation and many more

underlying services. 

Clent Life Science UK

Website: www.clentlifescience.co.uk 



Client #4

Since 2017, LinkedIn Local Lagos has been the

biggest networking event for LinkedIn users in

Lagos. It is a gathering where business leaders,

young and old professionals, participate in

discussions, learn and network.

We cover every aspect of marketing, publicity,

promotion and communications on digital

channels. We also handle the event Livestream.

LinkedIn Local Lagos

Website: https://linkedinlocallagos.com/



Client #5

We offer The Place Restaurant services such as digital

marketing, public relations, brand and

communications strategy, content marketing and

writing, campaign planning and execution and many

more. 

Using various communication approaches, we are

improving their brand perception and placing them

at top of the minds of consumers. 

The Place Restaurant

Website: www.theplace.com.ng/restaurant/



Client #6

The Summer Curriculum is a lifestyle event company that

specializes in organizing events for youths. These events range

from networking events to quiet gatherings to festivals. 

We handle all communication, marketing and publicity-related

activities. We also manage the partnership/sponsorship efforts for

the brand, ensuring that we align the brand with like-minded

organisations and corporations that believe in their mission.

Website: https://www.instagram.com/thesummercurriculum/

The Summer 
Curriculum



Client #7

Kazy360, a job recruitment platform based in Dubai,

needed effective strategies to launch into the market. 

We manage their digital campaigns and their social

media platforms. We also manage their ad

development.  We continue to generate over 100%

growth in impressions and engagement every

month. 

Kazy360

Website: www.kazy360.com



Client #8

First News Media is a fast-growing Digital News

Agency located in the heart of Lekki, Lagos. 

We offer them 360 digital management services

that span social media management, content

strategy and development, digital ads

development and content writing.

First News Media

Website: www.firstnewsonline.ng



Client #9

First News Media is an independent media

consultancy firm with a profound knowledge of

local and international media. 

We offer them 360 digital management services

that span website design and development,

social media management, content strategy and

development, digital ads development and

content writing.

First Media Networks

Website: www.firstmedianetworks.com



Client #10

DMBPr, a public relations, strategy and

marketing firm, commissioned us to establish

and manage their online presence. 

 

The services we offer them range from website

design and development, content strategy and

execution, campaign development, brief

execution and many more.

DMBPr

Website: www.dmb-pr.com



Client #11

The largest entrepreneurship network in the

world held her convention and also live-streamed

to thousands of her members worldwide. This

would mark the peak of our contract with the

NGO.

We have been managing every digital-related

innovation & progress for over 5 years+ now.

Africa's Young 
Entrepreneurs

Website: www.ayeorganization.com



Client #12

The Ondo State Entrepreneurship Agency ONDEA was

set up to upskill indigenes and residents of the state.

Socialight is tasked with publicizing the agency in

good light through digital platforms, implementing

new innovations to further improve the agency's reach

and also digitally driven awareness within the state. 

We recently concluded a hybrid event on the 3rd of

December that hosted over 5,000 attendees tagged

#US2021.

Ondo State

Website: www.ondea.ng



Client #13

The brief was to re-establish a long-lost

relationship by devising relatable digital

campaigns, communicating the brand message,

and also educating the public audience on product

usage. 

We successfully built the online face of

AJINOMOTO from ZERO to over 100 Million

impressions within 2018 - 2021.

AJINOMOTO 
Nigeria

Website: www.ajinomoto.com.ng



Client #14

Inshort International Short Film Festival is the

annual event that celebrates the creative spirit of

independent filmmakers. As an official marketing

agency, we have been able to grow Inshort's

submissions from 60 films to over 6,000+ annually

covering over 120 countries across the globe.

We cover every aspect of marketing, publicity and

communications.

Inshort Film 
Festival

Website: www.inshortfilmfestival.com



More Clients/Events

Ghanaian Entrepreneurship Conference/training for 
business owners

Services: 360º Digital & Event Management

AYEEG

Website: www.ghana.ayeonline.org

This activewear brand commissioned us to build their
online presence and manage their digital channels.

Services: Social Media Management + Digital Publicity

DAG Apparel

Website: www.dagapparel.com



More Clients/Events

This luxury fashion brand engaged us to manage and
sustain its online presence.

Services: Content Creation & Social Media Management

Vigold Creations

Website: www.vigold-creations-fashion-school.business.site/.com



Out of our creative minds came forth some innovative and 

ambitious affiliate companies. These companies work to 

create solutions for everyday problems through technology

and education. 

Our 
Affiliate Companies



Company #1

Digismart teaches internet users how to navigate online

spaces, social media channels, and online communities

safely and effectively. With our various campaigns and

initiatives, we preach against vices such as social media

pressure/addiction, cyberbullying, lack of parental

guidance, and many more brought on by the increasing

popularity of social media. 

In 2021, we launched the #TakeABreak campaign against

social media addiction and pressure, a campaign that

generated massive results and participation by

individuals, media personnel, unicorn organizations like

Instagram, and digital creators. 

Digismart Africa 

Website: www.digismartnigeria.com



Company #2

Roadly is an emergency roadside assistance platform

that makes it easy for road users to access

road/vehicle-related assistance on (and off) the road.

Roadly offers a pan-African directory of roadside

service providers, driving schools, driving instructors,

vehicle license agencies and many more. A matching

algorithm matches service requests with the closest

service provider, and a booking tool enables car

owners to request services from verified providers. 

Roadly

Website: www.useroadly.com



Company #3

Cragpay is an e-commerce platform that allows

shoppers to buy on credit and pay later. 

We handle their digital marketing strategies,

manage their social media platforms and develop

investor marketing materials. With promising

results so far, they are set to become one of the

largest e-commerce platforms in Africa. 

Cragpay

Website: www.cragpay.com



Case 
Studies

How have we navigated past projects?



Folorunsho Alakija is a businesswoman and

philanthropist, proclaimed by Forbes as the richest

woman in Africa. She oversees many business

endeavours and is a recipient of both local and

international awards. 

HER NEED

Folorunsho Alakija needed to unveil 5 new books

including a sequel to her first autobiography titled

‘Blossoming with the Hand that Gives the Rose’. 

In addition to this, to commemorate her 70th

birthday, she commissioned a documentary

project that we were tasked to direct.  

Folorunsho Alakija



DAY 1 - Book launch streamed across 7 channels 

including 1 TV Channel 

DAY 2 — a 7-hour praise and worship event. 

She requested a premium package of our live 

streaming services covering a 2-day event: 

For her documentary, we wanted to do something 

different from the norm; so we coined the tagline, “The

whole story - 70 years in 7 minutes”

The documentary was published on Facebook, 

Instagram and YouTube and garnered massive

attention.

The Approach The Results

Over 63,000 views of 

the book launch event

Over 20,000 

documentary views on 

digital channels

Massive favourable 

reviews from the 

audience



Since 2017, LinkedIn Local Lagos has been the

biggest networking event for LinkedIn users in

Lagos. It is a gathering where business leaders,

young and old professionals, participate in

discussions, learn and network.

THE NEED  

The networking industry in Nigeria is a growing

market. As such, LinkedIn Local Lagos needed

effective strategies to inform and convince people

to sign up for the upcoming event. In addition to

this, we had to portray the value of the event on

digital channels and use storytelling to get people’s

attention.  

LinkedIn Local Lagos



Over 2000 people registered for 

the event with more to attend 

virtually.

We’ve secured several 

partnerships with renowned 

organisations delivering value 

across board.

Over 20,000% views and unique 

visitors. Channel grew 

exponentially over 24,150%! 

We started by understanding what the

brand needs and its unique value

proposition. 

Next, we outlined & executed effective

strategies by way of content, audience

engagement, influencer marketing and so

on.

We developed the pre-event, event and post-

event marketing strategy.

We developed community engagement

plans to improve response time on digital

channels.  

The Approach The Results



Ajinomoto Co., Inc. is a  multinational food and

biotechnology corporation which produces

seasonings, cooking oils, frozen foods, beverages,

sweeteners, amino acids, and pharmaceuticals. 

THE NEED 

They had been in the Nigerian market for a long

time but did not utilize the digital space for

marketing purposes so they lost major market share

to competitors that took advantage on time.

Moreso, they had an underlying rumour problem;

AJINOMOTO was misconceived by the general

public on many grounds.  

AJINOMOTO Nigeria



Our job was to gradually ease the product

back into the market, debunking rumours,

educating the public on product usage,

building awareness of the product and

empowering people alongside.

We used mega industry Influencers to build

engagement. 

We developed educative and engaging

campaigns.

We also created a YouTube series to educate

people on product usage and how

Ajinomoto can be applied to all meal types. 

The Approach The Results

Over 50k followers

on all platforms

Over 100M Impressions 

across board 

Skyrocketing 

engagement rate on 

digital channels 



Inshort International Short Film Festival is

the annual event that celebrates the

creative spirit of independent filmmakers

across the world. 

THE NEED

Inshort Film Festival, in 2017, was a small

film festival with about 30-60 submissions

annually. At the time, submissions were

made physically with a CD or flash drive.

They needed more visibility which would

in turn lead to more submissions annually. 

Inshort Film Festival



We transformed all internal & external processes

from manual to digital.

We raised awareness and called for filmmakers to

submit entries.

We digitised the whole submission, judging and

invitation process.

We streamlined the event by giving live updates and

streaming online, thereby improving the reach.

We also covered volunteers, logistics, venue

management, award shipping and logistics for

international representatives.

The Approach The Results

Growth went from 60 

films submission to 

600+ in the first year.

In 2019, we had 6000 

film submissions.

By 2021, we smashed 

the record with 12,000+ 

submissions.



Africa’s Young Entrepreneurs Organization (A.Y.E.) is

the largest entrepreneurship network in Africa. A.Y.E

unites and empowers entrepreneurs in Africa. 

THE NEED  

Far back in 2017, most of their processes were

paper-based. At the time, they had an

empowerment program, AYEEN, running annually.

Applicants had to purchase a form and submit it at

the office, then come for a 3 stage interview in

person. The processes needed to be simplified. 

Africa's Young Entrepreneurs



We started by digitising the registration and interview process. 

We created awareness by gathering applicant databases from over the

years and introduced a solid email marketing series with personalised

messaging.

We developed all the existing social media pages

Applications skyrocketed from 1,000+ to  over 25,000 in the first year 

When the numbers tripled and demand became high, we introduced

“partnership & sponsorship” campaigns to support and the Reality TV

show was coined. Brands like Fidelity bank, PlayTV, TVC, and MTV came

on board. 

We manage the events digitally on an annual basis 

This led to a massive boost internally and externally. Efficiency improved

and we saved the organisation lots of money. 

The Approach



500M Impressions

Managed 8 events with over

50,000 attendees

All events have over 3 million

Livestream views

The Results
In the past 5 years, we’ve generated the following results:



The Summer Curriculum is a lifestyle event company that

specializes in organizing events for youths. These events range

from networking events to quiet gatherings to festivals. 

We handle all communication, marketing and publicity-related

activities. We also manage the partnership/sponsorship efforts for

the brand, ensuring that we align the brand with like-minded

organisations and corporations that believe in their mission.

Website: https://www.instagram.com/thesummercurriculum/

The Summer
Curriculum



ONDEA 
The Ondo State Entrepreneurship Agency (ONDEA)

was set up to upskill indigenes and residents of the

state. 

THE NEED 

ONDEA was launched in 2020 and we were tasked

with setting up and managing everything from

branding to internal processes like communication,

data collation, and website management.

ONDEA came to be as a result of the 8th A.Y.E event

we managed in Ondo state. It was a 24-hour event

with 10k attendees from over 36 states in Nigeria - A

first of its kind in Ondo.



Over 30,000 live attendees for 

the 2 events we managed

Over 5M impressions from 

campaigns ran.

5,000+ registrations on the 

empowerment portal.

1000+ certified benefactors of 

the digital training offered by 

Socialight/Digismart.

We developed a creative video for the

launch using the Governor as our Mega

Influencer. We tailored his script to suit

the situation at the time.

We also facilitated monthly digital

training for 100+ business owners in Ondo

State.

We offered the digital event management

service covering 2 events so far. We

handled the online campaign,

registration, live updates, trend

management, live streaming, media

setup and post-event campaigns.

The Approach The Results



DCA UK offers professional orthodontic

treatments to straighten and perfect teeth. DCA

has branches in Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia

and Hong Kong. 

THE CHALLENGE

As a relatively new player in the European

market, DCA aimed to enter the orthodontics

industry, starting with the United Kingdom. The

aim was to create awareness and in turn

generate leads and increase clinic appointments.

With the objectives in mind, we began to

develop a concrete brand positioning and

strategy.

Dr Clear Aligners UK



The first step was to create an in-depth strategy on 

how to continuously maintain DCA UK’s online 

presence in a manner that translates to generating 

leads. 

We developed a concrete content strategy that would

resonate with the UK audience but also convey the 

brand identity and mission.  

From there, we began to work on humanising the 

brand through creative storytelling, influencer 

marketing and sponsored Ads. 

Then, we developed a website launch strategy which 

involved content revamp to suit the current market 

and its needs. 

In addition to this, we also developed an email 

marketing strategy for a more inbound approach. 

Over 1000 appointments 

booked in 4 months

5,000+ unique website visitors 

Over 4,000,000 brand 

impressions and reach on

social media 

Increasing organic search 

traffic 

Expansion into other European 

countries

The Solution The Results



The Place Restaurant is a Nigerian Restaurant serving

a variety of great meals. They have earned a place

among the most reputable restaurants in the country

through their consistency in serving delicious meals.

THE CHALLENGE

The restaurant sector is very competitive in Lagos,

Nigeria. The Place Restaurant needed to differentiate

its offering while emphasizing its unique positioning

in its niche: affordable meals. The restaurant needed a

brand strategy that would bring its brand to life, but

also make it appealing to a wide audience.

The Place Restaurant



The first step in the development of this

strategy was to define the restaurant’s target

audience, objectives, and concerns. 

The strategy for digital marketing was to keep

the brand active, humanise the marketing

content and consistently generate

engagement through organic posts, featured

and sponsored Ads. 

In line with Digital Reputation Management,

we also came up with a plan to manage

customer requests, respond swiftly to

external complaints and keep them satisfied.

Increasing engagement with a 

more human approach 

Over 1,000,0000 impressions and 

reach on existing social media 

channels. 

Modification of processes for 

issues and crisis management 

The Solution The Results



Clent Life Science came to us because their previous website

was outdated. The website lacked a clear value proposition, calls

to action and failed to highlight the benefits of its products.

A lack of a content management system made it difficult for

Clent Life Science to keep the website updated. Their products

were difficult to navigate, often frustrating customers who were

unable to easily access the products they needed.

Since the website was dated, it was not mobile friendly which

provided a poor mobile user experience.

Clent Life Science is a life science organization that specializes in

supplying scientific research and understanding issues in genetics

and biodiversity. 

THE CHALLENGE

Clent Life Science UK



We designed mock-ups that would convey brand identity

while also delivering value to customers. 

We rewrote the content of the website homepage so that

visitors can identify clearly what Clent Life Science does

and improve Search Engine Optimisation. 

We categorised each product to make for easier

accessibility and navigation. 

We developed the website on a content management

platform that now gives Clent Life Science greater control

over its products and customer credentials. 

We made the website mobile-friendly by creating a

responsive website design that adapts automatically to

any device.

See next page for results

The Solution

The Results



Clent Website Before



Clent Website After



Digismart Africa is an internet literacy platform that

teaches internet users how to navigate online spaces,

social media channels, and online communities safely

and effectively. With our various campaigns and

initiatives, we preach against vices such as social media

pressure/addiction, cyberbullying, and many more.

THE NEED  

In 2021, Digismart Africa launched the #TakeABreak

campaign against social media addiction and pressure.

The bulk of this campaign needed to be driven by the

audience. So how did we make that happen?

Digismart Africa



First, we started by defining the campaign aim

and objectives. 

Then came the campaign strategy. We outlined

how we intended to get the message about

social media addiction/pressure out there. We

decided that the best way to get the message

across was through:

1.

2.

Partnering with a similarly focused organisation

Partnering with digital creators 

Starting a #TakeABreak podcast series, 

Starting a 30-day #TakeABreak challenge on social

media 

 Regularly educating the audience through

engaging storytelling and insightful posts. 

The Approach



The #TakeABreak campaign generated

massive results online as Instagram

decided to add a "Take A Break" feature to

the application. 

The new feature alerts users on Instagram

to periodically take breaks and focus on

other things. They are also shown expert-

backed tips to help reflect and reset. Just

like our Take A Break campaign!

The best things in life happen offline and

Instagram joined that train!

The Results



Our Team
Our team comprises young, creative, vibrant professionals working
round the clock to drive your digital journey to its destination while

you focus on other key aspects of your business 



Digital Platforms

INSTAGRAM

@SOCIALIGHTNG

FACEBOOK

@SOCIALIGHTNG

TWITTER

@SOCIALIGHTNG

LINKEDIN

@SOCIALIGHTLIMITED

click tab to access each page

https://instagram.com/socialightng?igshid=NmNmNjAwNzg=
https://instagram.com/socialightng?igshid=NmNmNjAwNzg=
https://web.facebook.com/socialightng/?_rdc=1&_rdr
https://web.facebook.com/socialightng/?_rdc=1&_rdr
https://twitter.com/socialightng?s=21&t=IKNRPUHi702COTonF2rv5A
https://twitter.com/socialightng?s=21&t=IKNRPUHi702COTonF2rv5A
https://ng.linkedin.com/company/socialight-ng
https://ng.linkedin.com/company/socialight-ng


Thank You!
Let's discuss your next creative project.

@SOCIALIGHTNG | +44 7459 953477 | PATRICK@SOCIALIGHTNG.COM


